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Figure 2. Linear combination of shape coefficients P r4 + 4P r5 for different geometries at scale

µ = V −1/4. We divide by x since V = xL4 in eq. (2.26).

in lattice geometry (bx) compared to lattice geometry (ax) for the same value of x. In an

upcoming publication [12] we perform the corresponding lattice simulation for x = 2 and

show numerically that the systematic deviations from RMT are indeed smaller for lattice

geometry (b2) compared to lattice geometry (a2).

4 Conclusions

We discussed the ε-expansion at NNLO and determined the finite-volume effective action

and the finite-volume effective LECs and HECs to this order. In the special case of two

dynamical quarks confined to an asymmetric box we have confirmed the picture obtained

at NLO that finite-volume corrections to the LECs Σ and F can be significantly reduced by

choosing one appropriately large spatial dimension instead of a large temporal dimension,

see ref. [15]. Furthermore, we have shown that the systematic deviations from random

matrix theory can also be reduced in the setup with one large spatial dimension. This

implies that in order to determine the LECs Σ and F from eigenvalue correlation functions,

as suggested in refs. [6, 7] and performed in a pilot study in ref. [23], one should choose an

asymmetric lattice with one large spatial dimension. This will be demonstrated numerically

in an upcoming publication [12].

We would like to add that even though we did not explicitly perform our calculations

in a partially quenched setup, it is straightforward to extend our results to the partially

quenched case, see, e.g., ref. [15] for a discussion at NLO, and we expect our findings to be

unmodified by the presence of valence quarks.
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